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Hilton: On Verifying Wordprint Studies: Book of Mormon Authorship

on verifying Word
woodprint
wordprint
print studies
book of mormon authorship
john L hilton
in 1980 wayne A larsen alvin C rencher and tim layton
published the first complete analysis of the book of mormon using
the then adolescent tool of computerized stylometry or
wordprinting they analyzed author specific word use rate to
wordprinting
show that the purported authors in the book of mormon are
statistically different that not one but many authors contributed
to the book since then the science of wordprinting
word printing has continued
to undergo considerable critical evaluation particularly in its application to the book of mormon
shortly after BYU studies published larsen rencher and
Lay
laymons
tons pioneering work 1I joined forces with a small group of
laytons
scientists in berkeley california who were attempting to verify the
accuracy of wordprinting in general and to check the larsen
rencher layton results specifically after seven years of study and
development we concluded that woodprint
wordprint measurements are now
at the stage where scholars can use such tests confidently and
without personal bias to analyze contested authorship in many
literary works including the book of mormon this paper explores
our conclusion by 1 discussing some general ideas about
wordprints and wordprinting 2 reviewing some early woodprint
wordprint
word print science 3 summarizing the
studies in the evolution of woodprint
wordprint
development of a new measurement technique including important
control studies to verify the objectivity of that technique and 4
setting forth some verified book of mormon measurements before
11 establish the need for wordprints for the book of
will
proceeding 1I wi
mormon and also discuss one important caveat
1

john L hilton is now an adjunct professor in the statistics department at brigham young university he
notes this paper would not be possible were it not for seven years of critical work by kenneth jenkins
a gifted scientist with an untiring demand for accuracy and by lewis carroll whose time and knowledge
word print model thanks
of information theory contributed significantly to the statistical accuracy of our woodprint
wordprint
is expressed to all odthe
ofthe
ofthe
of the many participants who worked on each odthe
of the projects of the berkeley group the
editorial assistance and continuing encouragement from my wife jan my son courtland hilton dow
wilson and john welch is gratefully acknowledged
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the need for rigorous

word print measurements is
woodprint
legitimate wordprint
obvious in attempting to settle some of the most prominent contro
versies
vercies surrounding the book of mormon are the word patterns of
joseph smith oliver cowdery or solomon spaulding measurable
word printing show that different
in the book of mormon can wordprinting
sections of the book of mormon were written by different authors
does joseph smiths role as translator obfuscate patterns unique to
ancient authors fortunately the book of mormon is a near ideal
word print studies provided the meawordprint
document for such objective woodprint
su
surement
rement is made correctly
word print analysis while it can measure certain
wordprint
of course woodprint
facts objectively cannot prove the holiness of the book of mormon
the understanding that the book of mormon has a divine origin is
obtainable only by developing faith thus while valid and objective
word printing is no substitute for faith wordprinting
word printing can neverthewordprinting
less bolster the establishment of faith by rigorously demonstrating
factual information about the book
WORD PRINTS AND wordprinting
WORD PRINTING
wordprints

wordprinting
Wordprinting is a developing science notwithstanding that
the first written suggestions that something like wordprinting might
be useful in objectively identifying authors appeared at least as early
as 1851 yet because of the complexity of the measurements
the first credible studies had to await the availability of modem
computers with their precise counting accuracy and high speed
computation therefore wordprinting has undergone almost all of
its significant development during the last thirty years
As is common in all developing sciences wordprinters have
had to identify and abandon those preliminary methods and theories
that were later shown to be inaccurate however while
wordprinting
word printing will undoubtedly continue to evolve toward ever
increasing reliability and sensitivity the science has now developed
to the point where one can construct a conservative rigorous
measuring technique which yields reliable answers when measuring singly authored documents of at least a few thousand free flow
wotdptmting pree
original words 2 in the context of wordprintingjree
flow words are
free prow
written without outside influence or superimposed structures that
change an authors personal word selection
many people have difficulty believing that a clever author
cannot fool a rigorous quantifiable approach to measuring fixed
writing habits after all when we read the fictional words of
characters created by a good author we all think the narrative
sounds like different people telling the story nevertheless
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word
woodprint
wordprint
print measurements taken with our most recent methodology
noncontextual
continue to show that there are extensive non
contextual word
patterns hidden in the narrative that are unique to each author
regardless of the character portrayed our wordprinting
word printing technique
has shown that most highly skilled authors eg twain johnson
heinlein etc when intentionally trying to imitate the writings of
then own free
different persons are unable to successfully change their
flow non
noncontextual
contextual word patterns enough to simulate a different
word print because of the minds inability to consciously recognize
woodprint
wordprint
the extent of word patterns that are tabulated in the computer
woodprint
word printing is practically
assisted wordprint
word print measurement wordprinting
immune to deception by a forger 3
most modem wordprint
word print techniques measure only the placewoodprint
noncontextual
Non
ment of non
contextual words noncontextual
contextual words like the and
a of etc are often capable of being interchanged or even dropped
without a loss of overall meaning they seem to add little in context
information often being consciously ignored by writer and reader

noncontextual
alike obviously measuring non
contextual words makes
wordprinting
word printing less sensitive to the subject matter in addition the
noncontextual
technique improves statistical accuracy Non
contextual words typically make up 20 to 45 of the total text thereby providing a high
number of statistical events and the larger the statistical meais the more reliable the results are Word
su
print measuresurement
woodprint
wordprint
noncontextual
ments made from large numbers of non
contextual words continue
to show that an authors free flow writings use these words in a
habitual nearly subconscious unique way 4 however if the author
consciously imposes an external structure the free flow of the
woodprint
wordprint
word print pattern is modified and accurate wordprint
authors woodprint
measurements become more difficult to obtain

Word
printing measures the difference in the way
wordprinting
non
noncontextual
contextual word patterns occur in two compared texts usually
one of the texts is of disputed authorship while the other is by an
author suspected of writing the disputed text if the same word
pattern is found to be statistically different between the two texts
we identify the difference as a rejection 5 the total of the rejections
measured when the two texts are tested for a large number of word
patterns is identified as the number of rejections the larger the
number of rejections the more likely the disputed text was not
written by the author of the other compared text thus testing a
contested document against comparable texts from all possible
candidate authors will identify the most likely writer by eliminating
authors whose texts generate high numbers of rejections
word printing
finding the most likely writer depends on the wordprinting
woodprint
wordprint
print
techniques accuracy the accuracy and usefulness of a word
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measuring technique critically depends on the statistical reliability
in detecting which of its tested text pairs are not written by the same
author statistical reliability is rigorously demonstrated by using
the technique with a large number of control author texts for the
purpose of verifying the authorship of known texts these texts
correspond in size and include examples of the different literary
parameters genre subject matter writing period position in an
authors career that are to be studied later the verifying measurements made between two control texts written by the same author
are identified as within author tests the tests between texts written
by different authors are called between author tests the statistical
separation measured between the overall distributions of a large
number of the within author and between author tests is the valid
measurement of what will be expected when a contested author is
later tested with the same technique in other words the difference
between the number of rejections found between texts by the same
author and texts by different authors will serve as a standard this
standard is used to evaluate the numbers of rejections found when
testing texts of contested authorship
measuring the differences in word patterns between texts is
the basic process of a wordprinting
word printing technique verifying such a
technique while straightforward in principle is in practice very
word printing development many
tedious thus during the years of wordprinting
word print measuring systems were verified only superfiwordprint
proposed woodprint
cially on a narrow set of texts unfortunately researchers often
woodprint
wordprint
print measuring technique shown valid for one
assumed that a word
set of literary parameters would also be valid for all others we now
realize such assumptions are not valid we must successfully verify
wordprint
word print measuring methodology with control texts which
each woodprint
represent all the literary parameters that are to be reliably measured
later on
SOME EARLY WORDPRINT STUDIES
word print studies in the
wordprint
perhaps one of the earliest successful woodprint
united states was the classical work by the statisticians frederick
mosteller and david L wallace who published their work on
author identification in 1964 6 while not the first scholars to attempt
stylo metry they published one of the first comcomputer assisted stylometry
plete and internally consistent studies on a set of historically
important documents their work convincingly identified the author of several anonymously published federalist papers
mosteller and wallace measured the rates at which simple
non
noncontextual
contextual words were used per 1000 words of text this
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statistical model appeared adequately sensitive and valid to unambiguously show that james madison was the author of the disputed
documents they showed that the other two possible candidate
authors were overwhelmingly excluded as authors of any of the
twelve disputed documents
woodprint
word print study on the federalist papers had several
the wordprint
firsti
first the
advantages which facilitated statistical measurements firsts
documents are lengthy were written in the same genre on the same
subject and have essentially the same vocabulary additionally for
control texts mosteller and wallace were able to use uncontested
writings by the suspected authors writings which are of the same
length genre subject and vocabulary as the suspect texts that the
wordprint technique had been shown
simple mosteller and wallace woodprint
to be valid only for their single nearly ideal class of texts was at first
not appreciated as important
not all succeeding studies had documents that presented as
favorable a situation as did that of mosteller and wallace in
wordprinters did not execute their studies in
addition most later wordprinters
such a thorough way many omitted any independent control
word print techniques were valid for
wordprint
studies to confirm that their woodprint
their given case As a consequence some published studies purportedly giving objective answers later proved to be inaccurate
long time
rev A Q morton of edinburgh scotland a longtime
contributor to the development of wordprinting was one of the
noncontextual
scholars who recognized that the simple non
contextual word use
noncontextual
rate ie the frequency with which each of the non
contextual words
is used per 1000 words of text as studied by mosteller and wallace
was not always reliable for authorship measurements 7 working
stylo metric
with several colleagues he discovered that better stylometric
measurements were obtained when he extended his studies to
noncontextual
measure carefully chosen non
contextual word pattern ratios by
1985 he had studied several different types of word patterns and
recommended a battery of about 65 word patterns which had been
successfully used in many different literary situations we have
found his 1985 list to be generally reliable see appendix 1
A recent study 1986 that further verified the usefulness of
noncontextual
mortens
mortons
Mor
tons word pattern ratios over the simple non
contextual word
use rate is the methodical work of kendra L lindsay she studied
noncontroversial greek documents of seven classical writers chosen for their comparability to the writings of paul of the new
testament she found that by using the standard statistical assumpnoncontextual
tions and analyzing the texts by counting the simple non
contextual
word use rate she was able to correctly identify only 2 of the 7
1.
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authors however when she measured the ratios of word pattem
pattern
battem
counts she correctly identified 6 of the 7 8
wordprint
word print measurements of the book of
the first extensive woodprint
mormon appeared in 1978 when alvin C rencher and wayne A
larsen began reporting their pioneering study in author identification this work was followed by their complete report in 1980 9
woodprint
wordprint and introduced to church and
they also coined the term wordprint
world scholars the interesting possibility of objective author identification in the book of mormon they used information gained
from earlier approaches and applied the simple non
noncontextual
contextual
word use rate of mosteller and wallaces technique but coupled it
with a powerful multivariate statistical analysis
unlike previous studies which introduced the concept of
hand tabulated word measurements to the book of mormon 10 the
word print study published by larsen Ren
cher
chef and layton
1980 wordprint
woodprint
rencher
was widely recognized as important both within and without the
church 11 if the measurement technique was in fact objective and
verifiable any competent student could duplicate the calculations
to determine answers to a number of questions that have remained
controversial among book of mormon believers and detractors
along with others who found the reported work of the BYU
team of larsen rencher layton interesting and challenging was a
small group of scientific researchers in northern california to which
1I belonged our group later known as the berkeley group included
major contributors from different scientific disciplines and differing religious persuasions all of us shared the scientific curiosity
which led us to test the intriguing larsen rencher layton claim in
the fall of 1980 we began our study As the major LDS contributor
in the group 1I was little different from my agnostic and jewish
colleagues each of us seriously questioned whether objective
measurement could determine who did or did not write a controversial document like the book of mormon therefore armed with a
conformational
healthy skepticism we began a confirmation
confirmational
al study the kind of
study scientists typically perform in the physical sciences to
word
woodprint
print measurements while correcting any prorecalculate the wordprint
cedural or calculational flaws which could potentially have confused the results of the original study
because most members of the berkeley group doubted that
stable word
wordprints
prints could be objectively measured in the writings of
most authors we were not willing to accept the standard assumptions of the larsen rencher layton study therefore we began
developing a completely new set of computer codes based on a very
conservative independently derived and verified theoretical model
while we tentatively thought that our study to verify book of
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mormon wordprints could be completed in a year it soon became
word print theory as part of
ofwordprint
woodprint
apparent that with the redevelopment of
wordprint
the work the study would take much longer it was not until
september 1987 after perhaps 10000 hours of work that a paper
describing the results of our efforts was completed 12
while one part of our berkeley group was redeveloping and
wordprint theory others of us prepared a computer file
verifying woodprint
of the earliest available book of mormon manuscripts see apwordprint measurements
pendix 2 all reported book of mormon woodprint
in this paper were computed from files of the needed length
author and literary form taken from this most primitive book of
mormon manuscript 13
during the time our berkeley group was doing its work other
book of mormon scholars were also studying the approach proposed by the larsen rencher layton team one of the most notable
of these is the university of utah statistician D james croft his
work is that of a competent scholar as well as a conscientious
believer in the divinity of the book of mormon his published work
is a carefully reasoned critique of the larsen rencher layton
paper 14 As would be expected from a scholar of the exact sciences
he cautioned his LDS readers about the unverified nature of the
methodology close scrutiny of the methodology of the BYU
authorship study reveals several areas which seem vulnerable to
criticism after calling for a redevelopment of methodology which
could circumvent the specific areas he found questionable he
concludes certainly any research done in the future will be
indebted to larsen rencher and layton who called our attention
monnon study at
to an interesting and challenging area of book of mormon
it would be best to reserve
the present time 1981 however
judgment concerning whether or not it is possible to prove the
existence of multiple authors of the book of mormon 21
we kept in close contact with dr croft and others15
others 15 who were
wordprinting
printing during
contributing to the continuing refinement of word
the years when our independent methodology was under development we appreciated the continuing contributions of these scholars
as they helped us insure that the suspect areas recognized in the
earlier methodologies would be avoided and that the verification of
word
wordprint
print measuring technique would be complete enough
our new woodprint
to insure reliable answers
wordprint
word print model and methodology was
the rationale for our woodprint
developed from basic information theory and basic statistics our
resulting model was conservative and yet still able to calculate
answers for the book of mormon authorship questions with very
high statistical certainty all results reported in this paper were
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calculated using this methodology A detailed description of the
evolution of the model and methods is reported in on maximizing
author identification by measuring 5000 word texts by john L
hilton and kenneth D jenkins 16
our new conservative measurements incorporate six points
woodprint
wordprint
print studies
which were not used in earlier book of mormon word
these points contribute to improved reliability when 5000 word
wordprint
word print by
texts are tested they are 1 measuring the authors woodprint
noncontextual
studying the use rate of sixty five non
contextual word pattern ratios
2 abandoning the commonly
as proposed by morton 1985
accepted statistical assumption of normality of word distribution
non
and instead using the mann whitney nonparametric
parametric statistic which
does not require the unverifiable normality simplification 3 develaround word group counting method which helps
wraparound
oping a wrap
break apart clusters of similar words in the sampled text words this
method helps provide the statistically required word group homogeneity 4 making comparison measurements between just two texts
at a time 5 using the oldest extant book of mormon manuscripts
the texts used do not include the repetitive use of the phrase and it
came to pass nor do they include significant direct quotations from
the king james bible including such text would distort the
noncontextual
non
contextual word counts for each author and 6 verifying the
sensitivity of the computer coding and measurement methodology
nondisputed authorship which
by measuring a diverse set of texts of
ofnondisputed
nondisputed
represent the appropriate literary parameters

developing AND VERIFYING THE TECHNIQUE
deriving the model becomes relatively unimportant compared to designing the control studies which verify or disprove the
validity of the method for our control studies we specifically
chose a representative set of literary texts which would test the
extremes found in english language writings when we tested
these control texts we found that our technique yielded well
word print
wordprint
defined bell shaped distributions showing that our new woodprint
technique is essentially insensitive to the textual changes introduced by the differing literary parameters of genre subject matter
writing period position in an authors career or normal publica
tion editing
specifically this extended verification study tested the validword print tests these
wordprint
ity of our model by calculating 325 diverse woodprint
tests studied 26 noncontroversial 5000 word texts which had been
written under various conditions by nine different control authors
see appendix 3 the within author and between author results
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word print assumption although all
rigorously supported the basic woodprint
wordprint
authors have many writing habits in common they each show
measurably unique stable rates for some non
noncontextual
contextual word
patterns among the nondisputed documents that were used in the
testing were texts by oliver cowdery and samples of joseph
smi
ohs
smiths
ths autographic and dictated writings
we also studied english translations of semiclassical texts
written by different german authors these academic translations
were all carefully done by the same german to english translator
wordprint
word print measurements regarding translations provided three
the woodprint
significant results 1 each translated author is consistent within
himself 2 when several german authors are translated by the
same person the english rendition of each author is clearly separable from the others and 3 the translators other english writings
have consistent wordprints
word prints that differ from any of his translated
works 17 these findings demonstrate that at least when an academic translator tries to produce a close translation from one
modem language to another the uniqueness of an original authors
word print can actually survive the translation process 18
woodprint
wordprint
the results of our verification tests are displayed in figure 1
thirty three of these tests are made by comparing texts written by
the same author 292 of the tests compared one authors writing
against that of another author the black bars represent the 33
within author measurements which yield a statistically smooth
distribution peaking at about 2 rejections a result that is theoretically expected 19 the distribution peak for between author compari sons is about 7 rejections therefore about two thirds of the true
parisons
between author measurements fall above even the extremes of the
within author distribution this result means that when any 5000
word disputed text is tested against a known authors comparable
works and measures 7 or more rejections the two texts are very
likely not written by the same author 20 the lower the number of
rejections the greater the likelihood that the two texts were written
by the same author the higher the number of rejections the more
likely that different authors composed the two compared texts
if we have only two 5000 word texts and their paired testing
measures 1 to 6 rejections as is expected for a true between author
pair in about one third of the cases we cannot assign authorship
unambiguously because the within author and between author distributions overlap each other in this range similarly for the few
tests about ten percent of the true within author cases that measure
zero rejections there is a high probability that the compared texts
were written by the same author
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FIGURE 1 results of verification tests showing the contrasting
distributions of rejections for within author and between author tests
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measurements

we wished

to make the most conservative measurement
possible therefore we compared the two book of mormon authors
who have the largest number of 5000 word texts further even
word print
though our verification testing showed that our new woodprint
wordprint
measuring technique is not unduly sensitive to normal changes of
genre we still chose the more conservative comparison by testing
only within the same literary form therefore we selected for our

critical book of mormon verification measurements three independent 5000 word texts from the didactic writings of each of the two
major purported book of mormon authors nephi and alma those
texts are the largest same genre pair in the book besides eliminating any possible lingering concern that changing genre might
artificially cause additional rejections the use of the didactic genre
has the advantage of essentially excluding the possibly troublesome
phrase and it came to pass this phrase is the only phrase used
repetitively enough in the book of mormon to be troubling to
woodprint
wordprint
word print measurements
our results are displayed starting with figure 2 which shows
woodprint rejections for the six
the distribution of the number of wordprint
possible within author tests of nephi against nephi and alma
against alma the within author tests for both show the same
distribution as the within author tests of our control studies shown
in grey in figure 2
figure 3 is a plot of the rejection distribution calculated from the
between author tests of direct interest to the book of mormon authorship question the black bars show the comparisons of the texts
purportedly written by nephi when tested against those purportedly
written by alma the tests show the same relatively large number of
rejections found in the between author distribution in figure I1 shown
in figure 3 in grey which was derived from the comparisons made
between the texts of the different control authors
wordprint
word print
table 1 shows the measurements for the individual woodprint
tests used in producing figures 2 and 3 taking the comparisons of
nephi versus alma we found that in eight of the nine tests 5 or
8 9 and 10
more rejections resulted four of these tests produced 7789
rejections these four high rejection tests which yielded 7 8 9
and 10 rejections independently measure a statistical confidence of
99.9 9999
99.997 probability that
than
an 99.5
99.99 and 99997
greater th
995 999
999
these texts from nephi were written by a different author than wrote
alma 21 therefore the book of mormon measures to be
multi authored according to its own internal claims
multiauthored
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FIGURE 2 distribution of rejections resulting from
the book of mormon within author tests and the

within author control texts
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for the within author comparisons of the nephi vs nephi and
alma vs alma texts the rejections range from 1 to at most 5 with
the most numbers of rejections peaking at 2 similarly the other
within author tests show a tight internal consistency between the
two oliver cowdery two solomon spaulding and three joseph
smith 5000 word texts 22

conclusions
woodprint
word print measuring methodology which has
by using a new wordprint

been verified we show that it is statistically indefensible to propose
joseph smith or oliver cowdery or solomon spaulding as the
author of the 30000 words from the book of mormon manuscript
texts attributed to nephi and alma additionally these two book of
mormon writers have wordprints
word prints unique to themselves and mea
sure statistically independent from each other in the same fashion
that other uncontested authors do therefore the book of mormon
measures multiauthored
multi authored with authorship consistent to its own
internal claims these results are obtained even though the writings
of nephi and alma were translated by joseph smith we also
described control studies of modem language academic translations
where in practice a single translator can consistently preserve the
wordprints of the several original authors he has translated
unique wordprints

appendixes
APPENDIX 1I
noncontextual
useful non
contextual word patterns meet the following con-

ditions they yield an unambiguous count they occur frequently
they have common alternate expressions their use rates tend to
become habitual and they are minimally affected by the period of
the writers career the subject matter and the genre therefore
useful word patterns are typically made up of key words such as
common articles conjunctions and prepositions measurements
are calculated from the ratio of the overall key word use rate against
the same key word use rate in certain sentence positions word
proportional pairs or the use of key words adjacent to
collocations
col
locations
certain parts of speech and novel vocabulary words
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FIGURE 3 distribution of rejections resulting from the book of mormon
between author tests and the between author control tests
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1

Wordprint study
wordprint
results of book of mormon woodprint
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after defining sentence as all groups of words ending in a
logical full stop morton 1985 lists the symbols used to interpret
his battery of word pattern ratios as follows
represents the number of end of sentence markers
aws
fws represents the first word in a sentence
1ws
iws
ibs

represents the last word in a sentence
1ws
2nd
and iws
ibs represents the second to last word in a sentence
aab
aib
fib means followed by
fb
pb
ab means preceded by
x represents any word
means that the word to the right and left are unique
within the original 1000 word block

rl

afws
for example the test afas
Afws

yields this ratio the number of
times A appears as the first word in a sentence divided by the total
Mortons word pattern ratios follow
mortens
number of sentences mortons
ws
afws
Af
afas
anfws
anfus
andrws
andfws
INfws
infws
rrfws
itfws
ws
ITI
itlws
itiws
ws
OFf
offws
offis
alws
of2nd lws

thefws
thefts
alws
the2nd
theand lws
alws
with2nd lws

iasa
a2nd iwsa
lwsa
aind
aab adja
afb
aab x ANDA
afb
aab x OFA
afb

AS x ASAS
AS x x ASAS

bebb
befb ABE
bepb
bebb TOBE
butfb ABUT
byfb THEBY

iab
ifb AMI
iab
ifb HAVEI

ixii
iiii
ixxii

I1 X 111
III
lii
III
I1 X X 111
ili

t0fb BETO
tofb
lofb
t0fb
lofb THETO
tofb

TO x TOTO
TO x x TOTO
YOU x YOUYOU
YOU x x YOUYOU

tobetweenverbsto
tobetweenverb sto

ANANA

ANYANYALL
NOINONOT
NONONOT
UPUPUPON

ain
AIN
infb aln
info
aln
info THEIN withwtmoutwith
infb
wrrhwithoutwrrh
acarl
Ar Arl use only
offb
offa AOF

offb
offa THEOF
offb
offa x ANDOF
axx AA thepb
A
theab ANDTHE
A
x x AA
axxaa
thepb
theab OFTHE
axxal
inythe
thepb
andfb adjAND
theab INTHE
boythe
thepb
toythe
andfb THEAND
theab TOTHE
andfb x OFAND thefb
theab x ANDTHE
AND x ANDAND
theab x THETHE
thefb
AND x x ANDAND thefb
THEVTHE
theab x x THETHE

ararl
andrandrl only
only
inrinrl
ITrI
tri only
Trl
rfritrl
itritrl
iriel
iri
lriIrl use only
iriri
Ir
lr
lrirl
irirl
ofrofrl only
thatrthatrl
THEr
THErl only
thertherl
TOD
TOrl only
TOr
iori
tori
too
tortora
todtorl
tortorl

APPENDIX 2

monnon
the photonegative of the 1966 filming of the book of mormon

printers manuscript was courteously supplied without endorsement by the history commission of the RLDS church by october
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of 1982 a board of seven editors prepared a primitive book of
mormon text using the following sources 1 a computer file of the
1830 palmyra first printed edition of the book of mormon developed
in the BYU language research center by LK browning 2 the
photo offset copy of the first edition printed by wilford C wood
3 a copy of the text of extant sections of the original dictation
manuscript collected by LK browning and 4 the complete
printers manuscript the editors prepared a composite file of the
oldest sections from each manuscript to complete a book of
mormon text computer file which we named the most primitive
book of mormon manuscript text the editors also prepared and
verified line headers which identified the apparent original author
the literary form modem book chapter verse and line notation for
each line of text similar line headings are now published in book
of mormon critical text A tool for scholarly reference founstubles thereafter
dation for ancient research and mormon studies
hereafter cited
as FARMS STF 84aa 3 vols provo utah FARMS 1984 87

APPENDIX

3

all

control author samples were drawn from what were
thought to be statistically independent source texts from each
noncontested
authors heretofore non
contested works care was taken in author
and text selection so as to represent a wide variety of writing ability
general background time period literary training genre or literary
form working vocabulary and apparent purity of the nominally
specified single author the authors and texts of 4998 words each
unless marked otherwise used in the verification study are as follows
1I

samuel clemens mark twain
A does the race ogman
of man love a lord an essay on american and european
ofman
mores 1902 in the complete humorous sketches and tales of mark
twain ed charles neider new york doubleday & company 1961
686 96
B

C

D

early days a narrative 1875 in mark kwains
twains autobiography new
york harper & brothers publishers 1875 81 123
extracts from adams diary fanciful fiction a spooning
spoofing
spoo fing translation
likely a satire on the book of mormon 1893 from the diary of adam
and eve in the complete short stories of mark twain ed charles
288 94
neider new york doubleday and company 1985 272 80
80288
eves diary translated from the original companion to extracts
from adams diary C above author attempting to write for two
different people 1905 281 88

II oliver cowdery
A written religious discourse and biographical essays from messenger
and advocate 1830
B
A second selection from the same article series as used in A 1830
11
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lii dr william dodd
A life of william shakespeare an essay only 3528 words about
111
III

1770

photocopy in possession of the author original found in yale library

IV robert heinlein
A the number of the beast fanciful science fiction narrative first person
narrative chapters simulating the writing of his character hilda new
york ballantine 1980
B
A second selection from the number of the beast chapters simulating
the first person narrative of his character deety
beety A above
V samuel johnson
A the rambler first part of the newspaper essays 1750
B
A second selection from the rambler 1751
1751
C the idler newspaper essays 1758
D A journey to the western islands of scotland a personal travelogue
1775

A second selection from D above 1775
only 4879 words
the fountains A fairy tale fanciful narrative 1766 only4879
48
london elkin mathews and manot
banot 1927 9948
VI joseph smith
and the church 1834 38 in
A autographic letters to wife emma friends andthe
joseph smith comp and ed dean C jessee
the personal writings of ofjoseph
salt lake city deseret book co 1984
B
A second selection from A above 1836
pearl ofgreat
C
of great price joseph smith history 1111 75 dictated and carefully polished with the assistance of his clerks 1834 38
VII harry steinhauer
A
the novella an essay written in english in twelve german novellas ed and trans harry steinhauer berkeley university of california
press 1977 introduction ix xxiii
xviii
B
A second selection from A above plus 1000 words from C below
1977 and 1974
C
heine and cecile furtado A reconsideration biographical essay
written in english modern language notes 89 april 1974 422 47
VIII heinrich von kleist
A michael kohlhaas novella written in german about 1850 trans
harry steinhauer 1977 see VIL
VII A above
B
A second selection from A above about 1850
C
A third selection from A above about 1850
XI christoph M wieland
A love and friendship tested novella written in german about 1770
trans harry steinhauer 1977 see VII A above
B
A second selection from A above about 1770
E
F

NOTES
ifor
B ook of mormon woodprint
Laytonss book
wordprint study see who wrote the book
for larsen rencher and layton
of mormon an analysis of wordprints
Wordprints BYU studies 20 spring 1980 225 5 1
217or
for a detailed discussion of wordprinting single authored texts with a few thousand words see
john L hilton and kenneth D jenkins on maximizing author identification by measuring 5000 word
1987
FARMS
texts FARMS provo utah parms
farmsj987
1

1
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3works
works known to be written prior to computer aided authorship are essentially immune in
principle one can argue that a modem computer assisted forger could manufacture a document capable
deceiving an authorship measurement to attempt such a forgery would be an enormous task and would
of ofdeceiving
wordpnnter
still leave the forger unsure beforehand as to which of all of the possible word patterns the wordprinter
would ultimately use to test the manufactured document of course such a fraudulent document would
be susceptible to detection by the standard procedures now used to identify any pastiche
ato
4to
to be a valid measurement the words must be essentially the free flow choice of the purported
of course tends
of someone alses
elses words is different from free paraphrasing and ofcourse
author extensive quoting ofsomeone
to produce a wordprint
print closer to the pattern of the one being quoted further deliberately writing to an
word
woodprint
wordpnnt
externally imposed pattern which restricts the normal noncontextual word choices of the writer or
noncontextual
repetitively using normally non
contextual words in textually important ways can also change the
woodprint
wordprint see tim hiatt and john hilton
woodprint
wordprint
wordpnnt patterns for an example of deliberate change in a wordpnnt
papers from the
can authors alter theu
Faulk ners narrators in As 1I lay
ilay dying selected papersfrom
wordpnnts7
prints faulkners
their
wordprints
then Word
melvin luthy provo utah deseret language and
the sixteenth annual symposium ed meivin
proceedings orthe
of rhe
print problems found in the book of mormon are the
woodprint
wordprint
wordpnnt
linguistic society 1990 examples of these word
extensive quotations from the king james bible and the repetitive use of the phrase and it came to pass
proper wordpnnt
woodprint
wordprint testing must take these special problems into account
aa
05 for any
5a
nuli hypothesis rejection p
nuil
p05
A rejection results from the statistical calculation of a null
the tested word patterns as the two texts are compared A rejection is considered statistically useful
one odthe
ofthe
of
only for word patterns that can be found five or more times in either of the compared 5000 word texts
disputed authorship
6for
ifor
for the 1964 study see F W mosteller and D wallace inference and disputedauthorship
secon dedition
secondedition
edition published
papers reading mass addison wesley publishing co 1964 second
thefederahst
thefederalistpapers
bay esian and classical inference the case odthe
of the
applied Bayesian
ofthe
Fre denck mosteller and david L wallace appliedbayesian
as frederick

federalist papers new york springer verlag 1984
7mortons
monnon
morton s arguments for using word pattern ratios instead of simple word use rates are found in
A Q morton literary detection how to prove Aauthorship and fraud in literature and documents
new york charles scribners sons 1978
8kendra
kendra L lindsay an authorship study of the pauline epistles masters thesis brigham
young university 1986
91larsen
wordprints
of Wordprints
arsen rencher and layton who wrote the book of mormon an analysis ofwordpnnts
OPer
Burgons an analysis
burgans
haps the most significant of the precomputer studies was glade L burgons
operhaps
perhaps
terhaps
Vanations in the book of mormon masters thesis brigham young university 1950
of style variations
1
some
laymons
ome publications that support larsen rencher and Lay
tons work besides those referenced
laytons
of mormon
in
rm 8 and 14 include new era 9 november 1979 10 13 and noel B reynolds book ofmormon
annn
innn
senes
series vol 7 provo utah
authorship new light on ancient origins religious studies monograph serles
religious studies center brigham young university 1982
7

1

perhaps the latest neutral reference to their work representing those in the scholarly community
would be joseph rudman at the dynamic text conference toronto canada 7 june 1989 in his
m the literary computing session rudman noted their work as
presentation on authorship attribution in
significant

among the anti book of mormon references likely the most extensive work provoked by the
wordprint
wordpnnt measurement by ernest H taves as reported
larsen rencher layton study was an attempt at a woodprint
Y prometheus books
NY
in his book trouble enough joseph smith and the book ofmormon
of mormon buffalo N
1984 225 60 unfortunately the taves study was fundamentally flawed as described in the critique of
metry FARMS HIL
stylometry
his work john L hilton review of ernest taves book of mormon Stylo
hll 86

provo utah FARMS 1986 and therefore did nothing to add to or detract from their work
1
12
12hilton
hilton
Hilton and jenkins on maximizing author identification
13the
the berkeley group prepared extended word listings and counts from this composite book of
mormon manuscript computer file during the time of its preparation and verification these studies are in
my possession representative of these studies are the following A listing of the salt lake book of
ofmormon for the
mormon references to passages from the text ofthe
the book of mormon
ofthe
of
of
odthe
the printers manuscript odthe
twenty four major authors their literary forms and word counts differences between the 1830
modem salt
ofthe
book of mormon word counts and listings of ofmodem
of the bookofmormon
edition and the printers manuscript odthe
the book of
odthe
of
lake book of mormon references to passages from the text of the printers manuscript ofthe
mormon for each of the nineteen authors having more than 2000 words in a single literary form
ofthe
of
the twenty three
thiee sections which were assigned
individual vocabularies and word counts for each odthe
as a single literary form from text taken from the printers manuscript of the book of mormon
common phrases between the king james bible and the book of mormon
14d
Word
prints reexamined sunstone 6 march april
wordpnnts
D james croft book of mormon wordprints
1981

15 21
15
15significant

general studies
ofthe
yehudaradday
of the department of ofgeneral
radday odthe
significant assistance was received from yehuda
technion university haifa israel kenneth R beesley graduate student working with sidney
Q morton university of edinburgh school ofepistemics edinburgh scotland and
michaelson and AQ
bannse culross fife scotland personal communications
A Q morton the abbey mannse
AQ
16
16hilton
hilton and jenkins on maximizing author identification
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I1

17
17subsequent

subsequent to our study of the works of two german authors we extended our work to include
german
three
thiee more semiclassical german novella authors all of whom had been translated by the same gennan
olour
of our new measurements gave the same results as before each
to english translator harry steinhauer all ofour
german authors translated work was internally consistent but distinctly different from all other translated
authors measurements

wot
not all translators need show these differing patterns
not
kot

some translators think their non
terai
teral
nonliteral
nonhteral
nonh literal
free translation is preferable complete free translations could be expected to yield only the translators
personal paraphrase odthe
ofthe
of the ideas from the original text in the extreme free translations would produce only
woodprint
a single word
wordprint
wordpnnt
print pattern for all of the translators personal writings and translations of different foreign
authors works

19
19typically

typically between 40 to 47 of mortons
Mortons 65 word patterns are measured often enough to be
mortens
accepted as statistically useful we therefore expected that true within author comparisons show an
average rejections number at slightly over 5
i e 05 x 40 2 as we compared the two texts at alpha
ie
05 or 95 probability our results confirmed our expectations
20the level of confidence that two texts were written by different authors is calculated using the
20fhe
usmgaone
number of measured rejections against the full within author distribution ofrejections
of rejections using
a one tailed
talled
sigo 60 df32 we find
student Tt test from abar
xbar
58 s160
2.58
xbar2258
258

t276
t2 76

sl

99 5 confidence that the two texts are statistically different and
99.5
995
gives 995
therefore written by different authors
7 rejections ta

t339
t3 39

99.9
99 9 confidence that the two texts are statistically different and
999
gives 999
therefore written by different authors
8 rejections ta

t402
t4 02

99 confidence that the two texts are statistically different and
99
9999
therefore written by different authors
9 rejections ta

t464
t4 64

10 rejections ta

gives

gives

99 997
99997

different and
confidence that the two texts are statistically differentand

therefore written by different authors
21
21furthermore

furthermore because the data are categorical and in a statistical sense approximately
independent the probability is vanishingly small that nephi and alma could have had the same
author in
m spite of all four texts measuring with high rejections the combined probability would
1 ax
each ofthe
odthe
approach 1.3
ofeach
of the four probabilities for same
3xx 10 14 this calculation is simply the product of
13
authorship one minus the probability for different authorship reported above which would be
1 3 x 10 14
1.3
0001 x 00003 13
005 x 001 xx0001
approximate independence of the four paired test texts is
13
assumed as is customary in word
printing see A Q morton
154 55n7
55 na
wordprinting
wordpnnting
morton154
n7 this approximate simultaneous
calculation shows an enormous statistical overkill demonstrating overwhelming statistical separation
between the didactic writings of the purported book of mormon authors nephi and alma
22care
care was taken to insure that the texts usedto
ofoliver cowdery
used to represent the free flow writing of oliver
uselto
solomon spaulding and joseph smith were correctly chosen for minimal editorial rework and that they
were correctly entered into the computer in the case of ofjoseph
joseph smith two ofthe
odthe
of the three 5000 word files were
taken from his own autographic writings the third from the earliest version of his dictated work used for
pearl ofgreat
mg was sampled from a certified
spaulding
of great price joseph smith history 1 1 75 solomon Spauld
bylmed
bylined
transcript of his manuscript labeled manuscript story oliver cowdery is represented from bylines
articles taken from numbers odthe
Kut land ohio newspaper messenger andadvocate
ofthe
of the kirtland
and advocate printed during the
time he was the active editor
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